The
Geomancy
Seminar:
mit Devamata and Andreas,
from Freiburg / Germany:

How would Mother Earth build houses and
create living spaces if she
could? For a long time we
lost contact with her. Today it seems very important to learn to feel her
again and to perceive her
wisdom in our hearts.
Why do some places give us power and
others drain our vital force? What does
it depend on how we feel in a place (if
we feel good in a place or not) and can
we change those things? What are
positive and negative energies and
how can we harmonize problematic
zones to create places with a healthy
vital force?
A training of “Earth healing through allowing“: when we create power places or
harmonize burdened areas, it is our heart
which is the wisest and best advisor: via
the unity with the heart of the earth and
her powers we recognise
the background of a place
and the ways to create
power places. We learn to
find simple and effective
answers in a spontaneous ,
yet very precise way, to
deal with more complex
difficulties.
The aim of the seminar is
to conduct your own earth
healing projects. We exercise counselling
each other and leading a group for
your own earth healing events. What is
learned here can be passed on in your
own responsibility.

Andreas Lohmann, born 1967, works
since 20 years as a healer. His seminars
are about earth healing and aura work,
and took place several hundred times.
Devamata Johannes, born 1972, lived 15
years in London and Barcelona. She gives
body therapy to people and has a deep
relation to angels and landscape angels.
Today we both live in Freiburg in Germany.
We give this Seminar together or apart,
depending on when and where we are
invited to. For further information see ...

www.geomanzia.com
www.devamata.de

Semi nar Program:
on fridays:
7-8 pm: Introduction (in the seminar
room), the perception of the aura,
healing with our hands, inner guidance and energetic support through the contact to the avatars
8-10 pm: introduction (outside) into the geomancy: “When heaven and earth meet”. Also: the tree network, the ocean of the
uncreated universe. Inner guidance to find places. Meeting with
Pan and the fire of Avaon.
on saturdays:
9 am-7 pm: “Project day” about one or more earth-and-cityhealing topics from the region that have an important impact.
The day takes place mainly outside with breaks on the way.
You will learn numerous earth healing methods that are exercised (over and over). “ Earth healing by allowing” is the central focus, but also the spontaneity to not hold on to the known
and familiar ways, will embrace the new space
with its treasures and bonds. The healing and
restoration of regional structures and the own
healing and development go in line with each
other. They are interlinked. During that day we
experience the contact with elemental beings,
we learn the dialogue with trees and landscape angels. We
practise the liberation of disturbed and burdened sites or magic
influences. We learn to meet the landscape from a secure point
of view and move within its attentively.
on sundays:
9-12 am: (in the seminar room) Healing of the local landscape angels, the Inner guidance and innate methods of our
soul- our geomantic repertoire grows.
1.30-4 pm: Reading maps and counselling each other, here
you will get homework, to do in your own living and working
space. Please bring regional maps and a plan of your personal and working space!
4.30-7pm: (outside) Exercising and repeating and of all learned methods as independent as possible.

Where and when ?

If you organize this seminar for us,
here will be space for the adress of your location etc.
This seminar has theory and a lot of practice.
Beginners and advanced levels are welcome.
The price is 299 €.
Undecided people are welcome to take part in the introduction
part on the first evening. Here you will have basic experiences
that will serve you on your path. Only-friday-evening-price is 50 €.

